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USSR SHEDS “SOCIALIST” COVER
The Soviet Union’s invasion and occu

pation of Afghanistan is plain and simply, 
am imperialist action that merits the con 
demnation of all freedom and peace loving 
people in the world The Soviet Union (SU) 
birthplace of socialism and the dictator 
ship of the proletariat, is today, as its ac 
tions in Afghanistan clearly show, another 
big imperialist power, a superpower, that 
attempts to meddle, interfere and control 
the internal affairs of many nations and 
peoples of the world

The invasion of Afghanistan is not the 
exception to an overall correct line and 
practice as some claim, but a logical esca 
latilation of the SU’s imperialist nature The 
once proud socialist country competes 
today for world hegemony with US impe 
rialism and, as every other imperialist po 
wer in history, resorts to its military 
strength to impose its yoke over other 
nations

The SU today has its imperialist grip 
over many countries in Eastern Europe, 
Cuba, Vietnam, Laos Kampuchea, Ango 
la, Ethiopia, South Yemen and great rnflu 
ence on many others And they have got 
ten there using both political, economic, 
as well as military, means They took An
gola using the Cubans as their mercenary 
force, just as they are doing m  Ethiopia 
In Kampuchea uiey are using their Viet
namese lackeys And now, conscious of 
their great political and military advantage 
over their principal imperialist rival, they 
are using their own forces

But today’s increased Soviet control

over more areas in the world is, at the same 
time, the initiation of a period in which 
more and more people, realizing that the 
SU is not really socialist, will begin to 
break from their political influence Even 
some countries who have traditionally 
lined up with the SU, fooled by their “aid” 
and their phoney words about socialism 
are beginning to see the light Many of 
them voted at the United Nations vote of 
104 vs 18, condemning the Afghanistan 
invasion At the Islamic Confeience too, 
held in Pakistan last month, 35 Moslem 
countries unanimously approved a reso 
lution condemning the invasion and de 
mandmg the immediate and complete 
withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afgha 
mstan This was a significant and devas
tating blow at Soviet Union’s influence 
in those countries

Undoubetedly, the Soviet aggression, 
with all its negative implications, has its 
positive aspect in that it strips the SU na 
ked, with its bloody claws showing It is 
the SU itself that is ripping off its “socia
list” mask, and there is nothing it can do 
or say to patch it up together again, 
because as time goes on they become greed 
ler and bolder in their imperialist actions 
They are certainly doomed to failfas the 
events show ^

Unfortunately for the w d rd ’s peoples, 
Afghanistan does not represent at all the 
end of a practice, but rather the prelude 
of bigger imperialist acts of aggression

Continues on page 2

Thousands accross the country have turned out to protest President Carter’s proposed 
reinstatement of the Draft The message is clear “NO to imperialist war1”

War Getting Closer, What 
Must Revolutionaries do ?

The prospects of a new imperialist war 
and what is to be done m relation to it has 
become the center of attention of world 
opinion today The events in Iran (See pa
ge 2) and Afghanistan (See page 1) have 

made the increasing danger of war clear to 
all Thus, it is a most urgent duty of com
munists to establish clearly what are our 
views on the question of war and the tasks 
ahead in the struggle for Peace, Freedom, 
and Socialism

The question of war and the struggle 
against it is not new for communists Un
der imperialism, wars are inevitable, and 
the danger of it, although in different de
grees always exists That bemg the case, 
we will not take the time now to expand 
questions like the different kinds of wars, 
a historical analysis of the first two world 
wars,etc , but we will concentrate on the 
present danger of imperialist war and what 
we consider should be the general program 
of U S communists regarding that danger 
We leave then, for another occasion, a lot 
of very relevant questions that obviously 
have to be grasped in order to develop- 
a correct Marxist Leninist line on this 
fundamental question To avoid possible 
misunderstandings, we will briefly state 
our general views on such questions so 
that the reader can see where we stand

DIFFERENT KINDS OF WAR

Communists recognize the fact that 
there are different kinds of war In brief 
there are (1) imperialist wars of aggression,

like the one the US waged against Vietnam 
or like the Soviet Union is waging today 
in Afghanistan ,(2) inter-imperialist wars 
for the redistribution of the world among 
the imperialist powers, the First World 
War and the early stage of the Second 
World War enter into this category, (3) un 
perialist wars of aggression against socia
list states, like the German invasion of the 
then socialist Soviet Union (SU), (4) civil 
wars in which the working class and its al
lies fight for the overthrow of the bour
geoisie, the establishment of the dictator
ship of the proletariat and the building of 
socialism, such as the one we have to wage 
in the US and has to be waged in all advan
ced capitalist countries, and (5) wars of 
national liberation, such as the ones waged 
by the peoples of the third world (Nicara
gua, Zimbabwe,etc ) against the imperia
list powers

WHAT KIND OF WAR ARE
WE CONFRONTED WITH

Unless we substitute gymnastics 
with dialectics, or we become part of the 
swamp that considers the SU a socialist 
country, it should be clear that we are 
confronting the motion towards an mter- 
lmpenahst war for the redistribution of 
the world’s market among the two super
powers Although it is possible for the 
character of the war to change such was 
the case of World War II, and if so, com
munists are to change their positions ac
cordingly, it would be a fruitless exercise 
m fiction writing to establish our line ba

sed on what is possible though not hap
pening

Therefore, it is important that right 
from the start US communists establish 
our opposition to the U S drive for war, 
to oppose each and every one of its war 
preparations, also make clear our opposi
tion to the other superpower and its war 
preparations We take no sides m the strug
gle between the SU and the US We oppose 
them both Obviously, the fact that we are 
communists within the US, part of the 
US multinational working class, poses a 
particular task for us That is, to concen
trate on the exposure and oppostion 
to US imperialism Only idealists, or peo
ple on the lookout for theoretical justifi
cations for class collaborationist stands, 
can argue in the other direction Besides 
being incorrect, making the exposure of 
the Soviet Union the main task is some
thing that falls on its own weight Where 
are the thousands of Americans that want 
to join the “red army” to fight against the 
US9 We ask this becuase making the ex
posure of the SU the mam task for US com 
murusts presupposes that the American 
people, instead of being under the influen
ce of the warmongering US bourgeoisie, 
a_e being convinced by the revisionist 
CPUSA and their fellow travellers of the 
goodness o f the SU But this is not the

While communists oppose the first three 
types of war and support the latter two, 
the fact is that each and every war has to 
be analyzed m its concrete historical con

text and develop the line accordingly 
Thus, in the case of the war m Vietnam, 
we opposed it, while m the Second World 
War communists favored the participation 
of the US in the struggle agamst the nazis 
case Far from it, our task is to convince 
the American people not to ally with our 
own bourgeoisie, not to go to war to de
fend the interests of the big monopolies 
that run this country

THE UNITED STATES ARE NOT 
THE THIRD WORLD

The fact that we are within the US 
we insist, has a lot to do with the position 
we are to take on all mternational issues 
In the Third World, the exposure of the 
Soviet Union is key to move forward the 
national liberation struggles, to safeguard 
independence, and to advance in the road 
to new democracy towards socialism Many 
revolutionaries in the third world are not 
aware of the social-imperialist character of 
the SU and see it as an ally, not as the ene
my that is trying to substitute US unpe- 
railism US imperialism is bemg exposed 
in those countries, it has been identified 
as the enemy

Therefore, in the third world^xposure 
of the SU, without meaning to become 
pro US imperialism, has to play a prima
ry role in the tasks of communists But 
here, let’s repeat it again, independently 
of the existence of honest forces who

Continues on page 8
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Support demandsof the Iranian people
The LPR-MLhas been active in the struggle in support of the Iranian revolution 

for many years We supported the struggle to overthrow the Shah, and since the 
November, 1979 take-over of the American embassy in Teheran and the taking of 
American hostages, we have been supporting the just demands of the Iranian people 
As part of that work, we have joined the New York Committee to Send the Shah 
Back to Iran In order to briefly establish our views on this question, the work we 
have been involved in and what are the tasks ahead, we are printing an interview with 
the representatives of the LPR to the New York Commute to Send the Shah Back 
to Iran To a great degree the line of questioning responds to the fact that similar 
questions have been raised to us by people we have come in contact with in doing 
this work, or by comrades who have written to us

What is your understanding o f  the present 
US-Iran conflict?

The present conflict cannot be seen in 
isolation from the historical development 
of relations between the U S and Iran The 
hostage situation is a by-product of those 
relations The US is responsible for many 
crimes against the Iranian people They 
backed the toppling of the democratic go 
vernment previous to the Shah and 
brought the Shah to power All the crimes 
of the Shah against the Iranian people we 
re committed with the backing of the US 
imperialism The Shah got weapons, train 
ing for his criminal SAVAK, and all kinds 
of political, economic and military aid 
from the US Thus, the Iranian revolution 
correctly targetted not just the Shah but 
US imperialism as well

But the victory of the 1979 revolution 
did not end completely the US involve 
ment in Iran The US tried to undermine- 
the revolution in many ways They tried 
to co-opt politicians, initiated a mass me 
dia campaign to discredit the revolution, 
and continued to provide help to the Shah 
then in exile

The question of the Shah has to be un 
derstood well The Shah is an arch-crimi

nal, a Hitler who is responsible for the 
death of over 100,000 Iranians Many 
thousands more are still suffering from the 
the torture? they were submitted to The 
Shah robbed billions of dollars from the 
Iranian people and most of that money 
is in US banks and corporationhholdings 
The Iranian masses want that butcher back 
in Iran to make him pay for his crimes, 
they also want the wealth back And the 
US not only opposes that, but slapped 
the Iranians on the face by bringing the 
Shah here under pretext of “humanitarian 
reasons ” The act of direct provocation, a 
real violation of international law that re 
cognizes the right of nations to extradite 
criminals, was what precipitated the taking 
of th,e embassy The Iranians were not pro 
yoking the US, but rather respondmg to 
the US’ well thought-out provocations

What about the hostages?Do you favor 
their release or not?

Yes, we are for their release and in fact 
we have been working for this Although 
we have no doubts that some of the hosta 
ges are not the “diplomatic” personnel 
they are supposed be, but CIA operatives, 
as the Iranians declare, we are for a peace 
ful settlement of the question This would 
be in the benefit of the Iranian people The

Iranians need to consolidate the revolutio 
nary gains already made, as well as advan 
ce their revolution, while being alert to 
the threats of both superpowers to their 
sovereignty and self-determination Con

flicts like the present one can be used by 
international counterrevolutionary forces 
to attempt the overthrow of the revolutio 
nary government And undoubtedly, each 
of the two superpowers count with nume 
rous and still powerful fifth columns 
in Iran

On what basis do you see the release?
Are you for their unconditional release?

i

NO way The release has to be negotia 
ted, and would have to necessarily involve 
concessions by US imperialism We have 
advocated 3 basic points as the solution 
to the crisis

(1) Send the Shah and all his wealth back 
to Iran
( 2) US hands off Iran No milita/y inter 
vention, no economic sanctions, no inter 
fer,ence in the internal affairs of the 
Iranian people
(3) End the attacks on the Iramans in the 

US Stop all deportation procedures

The Committee we are part of has these 
' points as principles of unity, although for 
mulated in a different way The US’ accep 
tance of these demands, which are the ba 
sic demands of the Iranian people,themsel 
ves, are the basis for the release

Send the Shah back? How? He is no 
longer in the US are you saying that 
Carter should order the Panamanian go
vernment to extradite the Shah ?

We are not asking that, and on the con
trary have and will oppose, all attempts 
by the US government to meddle in the

internal affairs of other countries It is up 
to the Panamanians to decide how to pro 
ceed Nonethelless, it would be naive not 
to understand how the Shah landed in Pa
nama in the first place Without the back 
ing of the US that would not have hap 
penned

Furthermore, Send the Shah Beck is a 
just demand that can be raised to any go 
vernment that gives sanctuary to that cri
minal The Panamanian people themselves 
are raising the demand, louder than us, and 
the same would happen wherever that 
butcher goes The Shah is an international 
criminal and everybody should be on his 
case

Is there good political unity in the 
Committee ? What are some o f  the areas 
o f disagreements ?

In relation to the issue at hand, unity 
is the primary aspect We all uphold in 
our practice the principles of unity of the 
coalition and have been able to, despite 
differences, present a common front on 
the issues On the political line of the 
Committee, there have been struggles 
around some questions, but concensus 
has prevailed

At the beginning, some forces tried to 
push an Anti Khomeini stand in the Com 
mittee We, as well as other forces, fought 
against that tendency and the Committee 
united in that although we recognize the 
right of each organization and individual 
in the Committee to have their own posi
tion on the present situation in Iran, we 
will not tolerate any attacks whatsoever 
against the present leadership of the 
Iranian revolution To allow that, it was 
correctly summed up, would be to under 
mine the position of the Iranian people 

Continues on page t

AFGHANISTAN .

Continued fron page 1

That is why it is so important for all the 
people of die world, and especially for re
volutionaries, to understand that the SU 
is not a socialist, but an imperialist coun
try In the present situation to be a consis
tent anti-unpenahst it is necessary to op
pose both superpowers

AFGHANI PEOPLE FIGHT BACK

The Afghani people are fighting back 
against the Soviet aggression It has been 
confirmed that a series of patriotic orga
nizations have joined in a united front to 
confront with much stronger opposition 
the new aggressors We are to render poli
tical as well as material support to that 
front In doing so, we are to politically ex 
plain various points

First and foremost, the Afghanis are 
not fighting against commumsm They are 
fighting the Soviet social-imperialists, 
which is not one and the same thing The 
fact that many Afghani patriots, as with 
patriots of all nationalities around the 
world, may not understand the real mean 
mg of socialism, nor the real nature of the 
SU, and identify one with the other, does 
not alter this one bit

On the contrary, we are to oppose and 
expose those who label the Afghani resis 
tance as a CIA front and actively attempt 
to undermine the support of the American 
people for their just struggle This claim 
is made, on the one hand by the revisio
nists of the CPUS A, a series of Trotskyite 
organizations and some neo revisionists 
like the Philadelphia Organizing Commit
tee, as well as on the other hand by neo 
Trotskyites“superrevolutionaries” that 
follow the Albanian line in this country 
Independently of their squabbles, all 
of these forces share in common their dis 
dain for the right of self determination of 
the Afghani people, and for that matter, 
of all the oppressed nations of the world 
In this way they also cover for Soviet so

Those forces that have welcomed the 
Soviet invasion (“Hail the Red Army” ,

some say'), or have condemned it but then 
label as CIA agents the very forces resis
ting the invasion (the Guardian), are fifth 
columns of the Soviet revisionists m this 
country And they should be exposed as 
such, whether they do so because they 
consider the SU socialist, or a “workers 
state” , or because they believe the US is 
the mam enemy of the world’s people, 
or because of any other reasons

Furthermore, we recognize the right of 
the Afghani people to accept help in their 
struggle from each and every quarter that 
offers them help That includes US impe 
rialism We have never vacillated in our 
support for the PLO despite the fact that 
they consider the SU an ally and not an 
enemy Nor have we stopped our consis
tent support to the Nicaraguan revolution 
not withstanding an international policy 
clearly tilted towards the SU

The question we always ask ourselves 
is whether or not the struggles waged by 
this or that nation, led by this or that 
group, objectively weakens imperialism 
If the answer is yes, we support it We did 
so in Iran and Nicaragua against US impe
rialism, and we do so in Kampuchea and 
Afghanistan, against Soviet social-impena 
lism The Afghani people have the right to 
determine their own affairs, without any 
foreign intervention, and we have the res 
ponsibility of giving them concrete sup 
port to achieve that just aim

THE US IS NOT SITTING IDLY BY

US imperialism saw in the SU invasion 
of Afghanistan a golden opportunity to 
step up its war preparations Conscious of 
the fact that they need a support among 
the masses of American people for their" 
warmongering policies, they have conti 
nued with their'national chauvinist propa 
ganda developed around Iran

In his State of the Union speech, the 
president outlined what is being called the 
“Carter Doctrine” which is no more and 
no less than a turn in US foreign policy to 
wards more belligerancy and warmonger 
ing Carter’s Doctrine smells and spells 
imperialist war and we are to oppose and 
defeat it before it is too late In a nutshell,

Carter calls for all-round preparations 
against the “Soviet menace” . He calls for 
more arms, more military installations, 
more CIA covert operations, the remstate 
ment of the Draft system, and billions 
more for its war machine

While speaking of developing more nu 
clear weapons and war armaments, and 
starting the registration process that is the 
preamble to the Draft, US diplomats are 
busy negotiating the establishement of 
new military installations m Oman, Egypt, 
Nigeria and other countries And not to 
leave any doubts about his real intentions, 
Carter declared the Persian Gulf an area 
“of vital interest for the US” and expres 
sed his disposition to avoid “by any means 
necessary, including military actions” , any 
attempt of the SU to control that region 
Here we have it Naked imperialism The 
Persian Gulf and its oil are treated as if it 
was an integral part of the US The Rus 
sians going there would be responded to 
as if they bad landed in Manhattan And 
the message to the American people is pre
cisely that The oil in the Persian Gulf is 
our oil and if the Russians attack it, you ha
ve to go and fight them We definitely op
pose this imperialist doctrine and will do 
everything we can do obstaculize it Help
ing to organize a powerful mass resistance 
movement to the Draft, at this moment 
against registration, is one of the ways m 
which we can carry that opposition out in 
practice

THE AID TO PAKISTAN

The question of US imperialism appro
ving the end of the sanction against Pakis
tan, and the approval of military aid to 
that third world country, have to be exa 
mined in the particulars Obviously that 
aid is offered by the US imperialists having 
its own interests, and not those of the Pa
kistani people and nation, in mind 
That’s ABC

But life is a lot more than ABC There 
is a real possibility that the Soviet Union 
decide to invade Pakistan as its next stop 
m its imperialist drive for world hegemo
ny It is in the interest of the Pakistam 
people and of all the peoples of the world 
that such an aggression is repelled and

defeated

Some may ask, but if US aid responds — 
to self mterest, what about the strings at
tached9 This is a question where we have 
to understand how contradictions among 
the enemy can be used in favor of the peo
ple It is certainly not that the US imperia 
list bourgeoisie has suddenly become good 
hearted and decided to help Pakistan In 
the past, the US was a strong, uncontested, 
superpower, and was able, through econo
mic control to get its own way in many 
parts of the world This situation has 
changed, and it now finds itself in a consi
derably weaker position due to many mi
litary and pohtical defeats and its internal 
crisis, plus it finds itself threatened by the 
Soviet Union It is thus forced to aid Pa
kistan, finding it increasingly difficult to 
get concessions out of countnes that are 
receiving aid from it Of course, they will 
never stop trying, but the US bourgeoisie 
as it becomes weaker, wil be forced to 
grant even more aid and make even more 
concessions itself, and this is to the bene
fit of the countries involved

Further, someone can correctly argue 
that stopping the Russians is not enough 
because that would not solve the condi 
tions of oppression and exploitation the 
Pakistam workers and peasants live in 
That is true But a Soviet take-over would 
not solve that either On the contrary, it 
would make it more difficult Thus we 
cannot oppose but support that military 
aid be granted to Pakistan and demand 
more

At the same time we oppose the way 
in which such aid is being offered We are 
for aid to be used to fight the Soviet me
nace that doesn’t bnng attached to it a 
greater dependence on US imperialism 
Therefore, we are for the aid to Pakistan 
while opposing all attempts to use it for 
greater imperialist domination When 
Pakistani president Zia calls that aid 
mere peanuts and opposes US imperialism 
meddling in the internal affairs of Pakis
tan, he is objectively opposing both super 
powers and weakening them both Such a 
stand is to be supported At the same time,

Continues on page 3
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Koch Attacks
Minorities’ Right to Education

Again, another crime is in the process 
of being committed Again, thousands of 
Black, Puerto Rican and other oppressed 
nationality children are the victims And, 
again, the arch-racist mayor of New York 
City, Ed Koch is the vicious criminal *

What is it now9 In his attempt to avoid 
all the big protests in an election year, (ve 
ry sly of him1, 1981 is election year for 
mayors), Koch “balanced” the city bud
get one year ahead of time And it is no
thing but an all-out attack against nation
al minorities

All throughout the country, in fact, 
oppressed nationalities are the most affec
ted victims of the capitalist crisis m the 
US The cuts in essential services, the ri
sing prices, the intensified police repres
sion, the KKK attacks,etc , are all symp 
toms of this crisis that affects the working 
class, and most heavily its oppressed na
tionality sectors

The case of New York City and speci
fically the cuts in education which we will 
focus on here, are an example of what’s 
happenning in the rest of the country

SOME FACTS

Although Koch’s “balanced” budget 
means cuts for practically all services, the 
cuts in education are, in comparison, espe
cially outrageous For Koch, and the capi
talists he represents, children of the oppres
sed are more expendable than cops Or 
any of the services given by the city 
Let’s see

1 Within the next two years NYC public 
schools will have lost 7,000 jobs, 4,000 
this year, the majonty of which will be 
teachers and 1,500 of them paraprofessio- 
nals Concretely, this means already crow
ded classroooms will be even more crow 
ded, an average of 5 less teachers in each 
school, less attention for each child, and 
thus, less learnmg Besides, the great majo
rity of paraprofessionals are people from 
oppressed nationahty communities, and 
this concretely means less opportunity 
for the children to benefit from the aid of 
people who can better understand their 
problems and talk in their language, and 
also, more economic hardships for their 
families, hardships which invariably are

'  reflected in increased learning problems 
m the children

2 Fifty pubhc schools will be closed, 40 
of them this year, and 10 in the Hunts 
Point area m the Bronx Concretely, this 
means children will have to walk longer 
distances from home, or parents will have 
to pay more transportation in order to ta 
ke the younger ones, plus, facilhties alrea 
dy inadequate for a certain number of 
children will now have to accomodate 
even more, thus seriously affectmg their 
learnmg

3 $111 million less will be assigned to 
pubhc schools m next year’s budget Con
cretely, this means- less books, less paper 
and pencils, less bilingual and after school 
programs, less special reading and math 
programs, less learning matenals hke visual 
aids, films, etc , less field trips, less lunch 
programs, and so on with all the things 
that are so badly needed right now And 
all of this, of course, amounts to one thing" 
less learning And considering that right 
now children often go through the school 
year without their science books, or with
out readers and many of the necessary ma
terials, the news of less matenals is hke 
depnving of food an already starving child

Koch’s crime against the children is 
even more savage when we see it in the 
context of what is currently happening in 
educational systems In NYC,6 out of 10 
children are readmg below grade level 
Added cuts can only worsen this situation 
And with a 45% drop-out rate, Koch is 
only encouraging more youth to hit the 
streets, since less and less badly needed 
attention will be given them, less opportu

mty to really get something out of school

It is clear that Koch doesn’t give a damn 
about our children’s education Because 
otherwise, why all the cuts affecting their 
education, while the Livingston St bureau
cracy has been left intact9 Why such an 
imbalance between cuts in education and 
cuts in everytmg else in this supposedly- 
“balanced” budget9

Clearly, Koch is out to destroy any 
chance for education that was left for poor 
children in the city He isout to kill what 
is left of the decentralization laws by 
strengthening the central (money control
ling) board and underminmg all efforts 
by parents and community to have a say 
in the education of their children He is 
out to break any kind of unity between 
teachers and community by making teach 
mg more and more difficult for teachers, 
and learning more and more difficult for 
the children, and then blaming each other 
for the failures And finally, he is out to 
bust the teacher’s union and by so doing 
set a threatening example of what is yet 
to come for all the other municipal emplo 
yees who are entering into negotiation 
with the city precisely at this time in which 
Koch has decided to “balance” his budget

KOCH'S R A T IO N A L E

Education of the children is not worth 
the taxpayers’ money, he says According 
to his logic less moeny will anot affect the 
quality of education “The problem is that 
teachers don’t teach, principals don’t do 
their job, the kids don’t want to learn, and 
the parents don’t give a damn” , says Koch 
So, with his characteristic cynicism and 
shrug of the shoulders, he puts aside the 
problems of education and justifies the 
cuts as logical by pitting everybody against 
each other and blaming them for the fai
lures, when m reality this is nothing but 
the product of this rotten capitalist sys
tem that puts profits over the needs of 
the people

The mayor also alleges that because 
there has been a 10% decrease m student 
enrollment in the past several years, this 
has to be accompamed by cuts m perso- 
nell and funds But what he convemently 
“forgets” to mention is that the decreased 
enrollment is on the one hand, mostly of 
white middle class children who are either 
going to private schools or fleeing into 
the suburbs And they were located in the 
“better” neighborhoods and the “better” 
schools where classes were kept small 
anyway

On the other hand, decreased enroll 
ment also reflects deep frustration of pa
rents and children who no longer see a

need to have their children in what is 
called schools in NYC Besides, the cost 
of living has greatly increased in the last 
several years, which means that schools 
need more not less.teachers need more 
money, and the educational system in ge 
neral needs more money, in order to start 
to remedy all the problems being faced 
now by the children, most of which are

reading many grades below their level— 
if at all

N A T IO N A L  OPPRESSION  
A N D  R AC IS M

Mayor Koch is one of the most blatant
ly racist pubhc officials NY has ever seen 
This most recent attack upon NY pubhc 
school children is another form of the na
tional oppression and racism that goes 
hand in hand with the capitalist system

In NY pubhc schools 70% of the students 
citywide are non white, 80% in Manhattan 
alone This means that the brunt of the 
cuts are hitting the education of oppressed 
nationahty children It is mostly Black and 
Puerto Rican children that are going to 
have less books, more crowded classrooms 
and poorer quality (is this possible99) lun
ches And what difference does it make to 
Koch, and the capitalists he represents, if

and not less important than this, is our co
mmittment to support the Pakistani people 
taking up arms to overthrow Zia and esta
blish a free and democratic Pakistan

OPPOSE BO TH SUPERPOW ERS

As the decade of the 80’s opens up, 
there are many storms m the horizon In 
their drive for world hegemony the super
powers are bringing the whole world closer 
and closer to a Third World War Events 
seem to indicate that what we are to be 
confronted with is an inter-imperialist war, 
a war for the re-distribution of the world 
In such a war, the working class and its al
lies take no sides

The fact that at this moment the SU is 
the more aggressive superpower, that the 
Soviet social-imperialists are on the offen 
sive worldwide, while the US imperialists 
are on the defensive, that the SU is a rising 
power in the world scene, while the US 
is a declining one, are important facts to 
be taken into considerations in making 
projections on future world conflicts and 
in understanding alignment of forces, inter 
nationally They are facts to be considered 
in understanding contradictions in the ene

poor and oppressed nationahty children 
are demed their basic democratic rights- 
the right to a decent education9 Why, 
NONE, of course

A  LO T OF STR U G G LE A H E A D

We cannot stand idly by while these 
attacks are going on Already parents 
in different communities are bracing 
themselves for the struggle ahead

This coming May are the elections for 
local school boards, and here too the 
struggle can be waged The campaigns 
to elect board members responsive to the 
needs of our children cannot be limited 
to just that They can be of great use 
in exposing the crimes being committed 
against our children, in struggling against 
the cuts, and in forging the united front 
between parents, the community at large 
and teachers(that is necessary to be 
successful

We can’t make any concessions on the 
question of lay offs or cut backs Our ac
ceptance of even the smallest cuts will 
mean entering the never endmg road of 
more and more cuts, not only in educa 
tion but in all other services And our 
support for bilingual programs, and more 
and better educational materials has to be 
accompanied by our support for more 
teachers and paraprofessionals, with bet
ter working conditions,etc , for them

There is, m fact, a common interest bet
ween teachers and students in that tea
chers can teach better in smaller classes, 
with more materials,etc , conditions 
which in turn, help the children to learn 
better This common interest can be trans
formed into joint action against a com
mon enemy Similarly, if teachers support 
the demand for bilingual programs and 
other services needed by the children, 
parents and teachers will be able to unite 
on a concrete basis/nore effectively move 
together against all cuts

Let’s all move forward against the com 
mon enemy the capitalists and their re 
presentatives like mayor Koch who are 
the ones responsible for our children not 
being able to read, and for their denial of 
our most basic democratic rights

NO MORE LAY OFFS 
AND CUTBACKS'

EDUCATION IS A RIGHT,
NOT A PRIVILEGE'

DOWN WITH NATIONAL 
OPPRESSION AND RACISM'

my camp, and especially, m making use 
of them These facts are to be considered 
in mapping out the strategy and tactics 
in our own revolution. But in the event of 
an inter-imperiahst war between the SU 
and the US, there is no room for doubts 
and wavering We will not spill our blood 
m defense of the imperialist bourgeoisie 
but fight for their defeat

And we, as Marxist Leninists in the US 
oppose any view, no matter who proposes 
it,or under what disguise it comes, that 
sees as correct to unite with one superpo
wer m a united front against the other 
Especially, we call on comrades who by 
mcorrectly assesing the SU alone as the 
mam enemy of the world’s people, claim 
that the US bourgeoisie has become, or is 
in the process of becoming, part of the 
united front against Soviet social imperia 
lism Although we don’t discard this as a 
possibdity, today this line has to be defea
ted and rooted out of the movement be
cause it leads directly to class collabora
tion We don’t want to see the headlmes 
of a Marxist-Lenimst newspaper with the 
chancature of Uncle Sam saying “We 
want you, to fight the Soviet Union ■

A F G H A N IS T A N

Continued fron page 2
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